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Abstract—Recent advancements in industrial Internet-of-
Things (IoT), more specifically, the development of industrial
wireless standards such as WirelessHART and ISA100, are
paving the way for the fourth industrial revolution, Industry
4.0. These wireless standards specify highly reliable and real-
time communications as key requirements in industrial wireless
sensor-actuator networks. Schedulability analysis remains the
cornerstone for analyzing the real-time performance of these net-
works. While it is well-explored in the domain of CPU scheduling,
schedulability analysis for multi-hop wireless networks has seen
little progress till date. Existing work mostly focuses on worst-
case delay analysis that runs in pseudo-polynomial time, making
it is less suitable under frequent network dynamics which are
quite common in industrial IoT. To address this, in this paper, we
develop a schedulability analysis based on utilization bound for
multi-hop, multi-channel industrial wireless sensor-actuator net-
works. Because of its extremely low runtime overhead, utilization-
based schedulability test is considered to be one of the highly
efficient and effective schedulability analyses. However, no work
has been done yet on utilization-based analysis for multi-hop
wireless network. The key challenge for a utilization-based test
for multi-hop wireless network arises from the fact that wireless
network is subject to transmission conflict and network dynamics
which are not present in CPU scheduling. We address this
challenge by bridging the gap between wireless domain and
CPU task scheduling. We have evaluated our result through
simulations using TOSSIM that shows that our schedulability
analysis is safe and effective in practice.

Index Terms—Industrial Internet of Things, Wireless Sensor-
Actuator Networks, WirelessHART, Schedulability Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancements in industrial Internet-of-Things (IoT),
more specifically the development of industrial wireless stan-
dards such as WirelessHART [1] and ISA100 [2], are paving
the way for the fourth industrial revolution, Industry 4.0 [3].
These wireless standards offer a closed loop communication
between the sensors and actuators, where sensors measure
process variables and deliver to a controller. The controller
generates control commands based on the measured process
variables and then sends the control commands to the actuators
through the network. In order to ensure the stability of the in-
dustry, these wireless standards should offer reliable and real-
time communication, i.e., a control command should reach the
actuator before a given deadline. For example, in oil refineries,
the spilling of oil tanks has to be avoided by controlling the
level measurement in real-time. However, industry settings
pose a harsh environment for wireless communication causing
frequent transmission failures due to noisy channels, limited

bandwidth, obstacles, multi-path fading, and interference that
make it difficult to meet these requirements [4].

Industrial wireless standards such as WirelessHART miti-
gate frequent transmission failures through channel hopping
and multi-channel communication. These networks, therefore,
provide the feasibility of achieving reliable and real-time
communication over wireless for critical process control appli-
cations. Nevertheless, unlike the wired counterpart, real-time
scheduling theory for the wireless network is still not well-
developed.

Schedulability analysis remains the cornerstone of real-
time scheduling theory for industrial IoT [3]. Schedulability
analysis is used to determine, both at design time and for
online admission control, whether a set of real-time control
loops/flows (i.e., end-to-end communication between a sensor
and an actuator) can meet their deadlines. It thus helps the
network manager to plan in advance and adjust workloads in
response to network dynamics for real-time process control
applications. For example, during channel blacklisting or a
route change, the analysis is used to promptly decide the rate
of a control loop/s to maintain real-time guarantee. In addition
to design time and online admission control, a schedulability
analysis is used in scheduling-control codesign [5], real-
time routing, and priority assignment [6]. However, existing
work on schedulability analysis focuses on worst-case delay
analysis [7], [8] which runs in exponential time. Hence, these
techniques are less suitable for Industry 4.0 architectures,
using industrial IoT, which require frequent checking due
to channel/link/node failures and changes to plant operating
conditions.

In this paper, we develop a schedulability analysis based
on utilization bound which is yet an unexplored problem for
multi-hop wireless networks. In this approach, we ascertain the
maximum possible utilization of all flows in the network and
determine the flows as schedulable if the total utilization does
not exceed the maximum possible utilization in the network.
Because of its extremely low runtime overhead, a utilization-
bound based schedulability test is considered one of the most
efficient and effective schedulability tests. Therefore, it was
extensively studied in CPU scheduling [9]. However, no work
has been done yet on utilization-based analysis of multi-hop
wireless network. The key challenge arises from the fact that
wireless networks are subject to transmission conflict and dy-
namics which are not present in CPU scheduling. We address
this challenge by bridging between wireless domain and CPU



task scheduling. We characterize simultaneous transmission on
multiple channels as processors in a multi-processor environ-
ment and transmission conflict as task blocking in traditional
non-preemptive scheduling.

We evaluated our schedulability analysis in simulations
using TOSSIM [36] for the earliest deadline first (EDF) and
the deadline-monotonic (DM) scheduling algorithms. Simula-
tions results show that our schedulability analysis is safe and
effective in practice. Our analysis hence can be used as an
effective schedulability test for admission control of real-time
flows.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the background on schedulability analysis. Section III
reviews related work on schedulability analysis for industrial
IoT. Section IV describes the system model and Section V
presents the problem formulation. Section VI presents the
schedulability analysis. Section VII extends the proposed
schedulability analysis to a general industrial IoT environment.
Section VIII presents the simulation results. Section IX con-
cludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

In general, end-to-end delay bound analysis and utilization
bound analysis are the two broad approaches for schedulability
analysis. A utilization bound analysis specifies the maximum
possible utilization of all flows in the network and determines
the flows as schedulable if the total utilization does not exceed
the maximum possible utilization in the network. Because
of its extremely low runtime overhead, a utilization-based
schedulability test is considered one of the most efficient
and effective schedulability tests. The end-to-end delay bound
based analysis [7], [10], [8] requires a separate schedulability
test for each flow, which runs in pseudo-polynomial time (i.e.,
exponential in the length of the input). However, utilization
bound based analysis can provide a single closed-form expres-
sion that can run in polynomial time (usually in linear time). It
thus greatly simplifies various scheduling-control optimization
problems, for which pseudo-polynomial time delays bounds
is a major hurdle due to its non-linearity, non-convexity, non-
differentiability, long execution time, and a large number of
constraints (at least n constraints for n flows) [5]. In this
research, we want to develop a schedulability analysis based
on utilization bound which is a yet unexplored problem for
multi-hop wireless networks.

III. RELATED WORK

Real-time scheduling for wireless networks was explored in
many early [11] and recent works [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. However, these works do not focus
on schedulability analysis in the network. The works in [22],
[23], [24], [21], [25], [26] discuss schedulability analysis for
wireless sensor networks using end-to-end delay bound and
they focus on data collection through a routing tree [24], [22]
and/or do not consider multiple channels [22], [23]. In con-
trast, we consider an industrial IoT based on multiple channels
and our analysis is not limited to data collection towards a

sink. Furthermore, our analysis is targeted for real-time flows
between sensors and actuators for process control purposes
and applies to multi-path routing with minimal changes.

Real-time scheduling for industrial IoT based on Wire-
lessHART has received considerable attention in the recent
past [27], [7], [6], [28], [5], [29], [30], [31]. The works
in [28], [29] focus on data collection in a tree topology. The
works in [30], [32] address graph routing algorithms for Wire-
lessHART networks and that in [31] propose a localization
system using WirelessHART. Priority assignment policies for
WirelessHART are studied in [6] and rate selection algorithms
are studied in [5]. The work in [27] considers dynamic priority
scheduling and does not address any schedulability analysis.
To summarize, none of these works focus on schedulability
analysis. The work in [7] presents the first step in establishing
a rigorous delay analysis for industrial IoT. Nevertheless, this
work does not consider the critical fault-tolerant mechanisms,
for achieving reliable communication, like retransmissions and
reliable graph routing. The work in [8] provides a suite of end-
to-end delay analysis techniques for schedulability analysis
under fixed priority scheduling in WirelessHART networks. In
summary, these papers use the worst-case delay that can be ob-
tained by a flow to determine its schedulability. Consequently,
these algorithms are less suitable for admission control as
many control optimization algorithms execute during run-time
and processor cannot be overloaded with other jobs.

In this paper, we propose a utilization-based approach for
schedulability analysis which provides the simplicity and effi-
ciency in application. A utilization-based analysis was studied
in [33] for a single-hop wireless network. In contrast, we focus
on multi-hop industrial IoT in which scheduling and analysis
are significantly different and challenging as it has to deal
with multiple concurrent transmissions on different channels,
interferences, and transmission conflicts. Efficient schedulabil-
ity analysis is particularly useful for online admission control
and adaptation (e.g., when network route, topology, or channel
condition change) so that the network manager can quickly
reassess the schedulability of the flows.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

Because of the worldwide adoption of WirelessHART for
process control in challenging industrial environments, we
consider an industrial IoT based on the WirelessHART stan-
dard [1]. WirelessHART networks operate on the 2.4GHz band
and are build on the physical layer of IEEE 802.15.4. They
form a multi-hop mesh topology of nodes consisting of mul-
tiple field devices, multiple access points, and a gateway. The
network manager creates routes and transmission schedules.
Access points provide redundant paths between the wireless
network and the gateway. The field devices are wirelessly net-
worked sensors and actuators. The sensors periodically deliver
sample data to the controller through the access points. The
controller generates control commands based on the measured
process variables and then sends the control commands to the
actuators. Each node has a half-duplex omnidirectional radio
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transceiver, and hence cannot both transmit and receive at the
same time and can receive from at most one sender at a time.

Transmissions in a WirelessHART network are scheduled
based on a multi-channel TDMA (Time Division Multiple
Access) protocol. The network employs global time synchro-
nization protocols to synchronize time at all nodes in the
network. Each time slot is of 10ms and each transmission
needs one time slot. A receiver transmits an acknowledgment
to notify the sender about a successful reception of a packet.
Note that, both the transmission and acknowledgment happen
in one 10ms time slot. The network uses the channels defined
in IEEE 802.15.4. It adopts channel hopping in every time
slot to achieve high reliability. An excessively noisy channel
is assumed to be blacklisted and not used for communication.
We also assume that the network does not allow spatial reuse
of channels, i.e., a channel can be used by only one node to
transmit packet in a time slot. We assume the network adopts
a tree routing, where all nodes in the network form a tree
rooted at the gateway. Sensor nodes forward data to the con-
troller (located at the gateway) through the upward links. The
controller sends control commands to the actuators through
the downward links. Note that, we make this assumption only
to provide a tight bound on the schedulability analysis and our
method can be extended to graph routing, as will be described
in Section VII-A, that is typically adopted in industrial IoT and
that provides redundant paths for packet delivery for enhanced
reliability.

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Each control loop, also called a flow, involves one or more
sensors and one or more actuators. Transmissions between
access points, sensors, and actuators are scheduled on m
(m ≥ 1) channels. We assume, there are n control loops
denoted as F1, F2, · · · , Fn. The worst-case execution time of
a flow, period (sampling rate of sensors), and the deadline
of Fi are denoted by Ci, Ti, and Di, respectively. Note that,
real-time wireless standards like WirelessHART and ISA-100
reserve a fixed ω number of slots for each link to handle both
transmissions and re-transmissions. WirelessHART uses ω = 2
for each link to successfully transmit a packet. Thus, if there
are a total of `i links on flow Fi’s route, then Ci can be
computed as Ci = `i × ω. Note that, Ci can change due to
network dynamics and route change. In these situations, we
need to run the schedulability test again to make sure the new
routes are schedulable on the network.

The set of periodic flows F is called schedulable if there
is a transmission schedule such that no deadline is missed. A
schedulability test S is sufficient if any set of flows deemed
to be schedulable by S is indeed schedulable. If flow Fi
involves a maximum of Ci transmissions, then its utilization
ui is defined as Ci

Ti
and the total utilization of all n flows

is defined as
∑n
i=1

Ci

Ti
. In this paper, our objective is to

determine a sufficient schedulability analysis for EDF and DM
schedulers based on utilization bound. Note that, utilization-
based schedulability test for other schedulers is out of the
scope of this paper.

VI. UTILIZATION-BASED SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS

Here, we first propose an approach for determining a
schedulability analysis by bridging the gap between processor
and network scheduling. We then discuss transmission conflict
delay computation for a flow. Table I summarizes the notations
used in this section.

A. Establishing a Utilization Bound Analysis

Channel contention and transmission conflict are the two
sources of delays in multi-hop wireless networks. Channel
contention is defined as the delay caused when all available
channels in a time slot are assigned to higher priority flows.
Transmission conflict is the delay when two flows share a
common node, and the higher priority flow delays the low
priority flow at the common node since the common node
can transmit/receive a packet for only one flow in one time
slot (due to single half-duplex radio). In this section, we
establish the utilization-based analysis assuming we know
the transmission conflict delay. In the following section, we
discuss the transmission conflict delay computation.

Channel contention delay in industrial IoT can be consid-
ered similar to execution delay experienced by a task running
on a multi-processor platform when (i) the number of channels
in industrial IoT is equal to the number of processors (we use
m interchangeably to denote both channels and processors);
(ii) length of one time slot (10ms) is equal to the length
of one time unit in process scheduling (where a task is
non-preemptable); and (iii) period, deadline and worst-case
execution time (WCET) of each flow is equal to its analogous
task (in the analogous processor task set). This is because a
flow (in industrial IoT) and its equivalent task (in processor)
are contending for m shared resources. For the same values
of period, deadline, and execution time both a flow and its
equivalent task generate the same access patterns. Thus, the
delay due to channel contention observed by a flow in the net-
work is the same as the delay observed by its equivalent task
on a processor. Our technical approach leverages this bridge
between multiprocessor scheduling and wireless transmission
scheduling.

We first review the results on preemptive and non-
preemptive scheduling on multiprocessors. In preemptive
scheduling, a task upon start can be preempted by any higher
priority task any time. In non-preemptive scheduling, a task
once started can never be preempted by any other task. In non-
preemptive scheduling, a higher priority task thus experiences
priority inversion where a high priority task is blocked by a
lower priority task (as it cannot preempt if the lower priority
task has already started). EDF is a dynamic priority scheduling
policy where, at any time, the task having the shortest absolute
deadline is scheduled first. A set of n real-time tasks with
a constrained deadline (i.e. Di ≤ Ti) is schedulable using
preemptive EDF scheduling on m processors [34] if

n∑
i=1

Ci
Di
≤ m− (m− 1)

(
max

{
Ci
Di
|1 ≤ i ≤ n

})
. (1)
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Fig. 1. Time loss due to transmission conflict

DM scheduling is a fixed priority scheduling policy where
tasks are prioritized based on their relative deadlines. A
set of n real-time tasks with a constrained deadline (i.e.
Di ≤ Ti) is schedulable using preemptive DM scheduling
on m processors [34] if

n∑
i=1

Ci
Di
≤ m

2

(
1−max

{
Ci
Di
|1 ≤ i ≤ n

})
+ max

{
Ci
Di
|1 ≤ i ≤ n

}
. (2)

For non-preemptive scheduling the corresponding conditions
are derived by taking into account the maximum blocking
time.

To adopt the similar results for industrial IoT, we present
our technique as follows. We can use Equation (1) and
Equation (2) for industrial IoT in the absence of transmission
conflict, and when every transmission happens on a separate
channel in each time slot (allowing at most m concurrent
transmission per time slot). However, transmission conflict
poses an additional challenge in the wireless domain. We
can model the transmission conflict delays as blocking time
in non-preemptive scheduling. Assuming ∆i (as computed in
Section VI-B) denotes the transmission conflict delay caused
on flow Fi by all higher priority flows. Then, Di − ∆i

represents the utilization loss due to transmission conflict, i.e.,
Fi can use at most Di −∆i time slots to complete the end-
to-end communication. For example, in Fig. 1(a), the receiver
can receive from at most one transmitter in a time slot, and
hence only one flow is assigned a time slot to transmit and the
other two flows are blocked during this period. In this example,
F1 has the highest priority and hence is assigned time slots
t and t + 1 (let t be the current system time). Similarly, F2

is assigned time slots t + 2 and t + 3. During time slots t,
t+1, t+2, and t+3, flow Fi is blocked and waits for an idle
transmission slot regardless of channel availability. Thus, we
can consider a loss of four time slots from the relative deadline
of Fi (Fig. 1(b)). Namely, from deadline Di, the flow Fi loses

at most ∆i slots, and hence its effective utilization (as shown
in Fig. 1(b)) µi becomes µi = Ci

Di−∆i
. Let us define

µmax = max{µi|1 ≤ i ≤ n};

µsum =

n∑
i=1

µi.

Therefore, from Equations (1) and (2), any constrained
deadline set of real-time flows is schedulable on m channels
in an industrial IoT that allows at most m concurrent trans-
missions under EDF scheduling if

µsum ≤ m− (m− 1)µmax

0 < µi ≤ 1 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n
(3)

and under DM scheduling if

µsum ≤
m

2
(1− µmax) + µmax

0 < µi ≤ 1 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(4)

Note that, Equations (3) and (4) consider a preemptive sched-
uler where preemptions are allowed at the start of a time slot.
For non-preemptive schedulers, ∆i also includes the maximum
blocking time caused due to priority inversions.

B. Transmission Conflict Delay Computation

In this section, we first obtain a bound on the number of
shared paths between two routes on a tree routing. We then
obtain a bound on the number of time slots a packet of flow Fj
can delay a packet of flow Fi on a shared path. We then use
these two bounds to derive an upper bound on the transmission
conflict delay that a flow can experience under the assumption
that network routing happens on a bi-directional tree.

We define a common path as a set of nodes shared between
routes of two flows. A flow Fi experiences a transmission
conflict delay by another flow Fj on a common path between
the routes of Fi and Fj . To estimate the transmission conflict
delay, we first estimate the number of common paths between
Fi and Fj . Specifically, we first bound the number of common
paths on the uplink route (which connects a sensor to the
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Fig. 2. An example of Fj delaying Fi on a tree routing

Symbol Description
Fi Flow i
Ti Period of Fi

Di Deadline of Fi

Ci worst-case execution time of Fi

∆i Transmission conflict delay on Fi

δ(i, j) Transmission conflict delay caused on Fi

by high priority flow Fj

hp(Fi)i Set of flows that are higher priority than Fi

α(i, j) # of common paths between routes of
Fi and Fj

α1(i, j) # of common paths with path length
as one between routes of Fi and Fj

β(ρi, j) # of common paths between ρi-th path
of flow Fi and all paths of Fj

β1(ρi, j) # of common paths between ρi-th path of flow Fi

and all paths of Fj with path length 1
ω # of transmission slots assigned

for each link in a flow

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

controller) and the downlink route (which connects the con-
troller to an actuator). In the uplink route, Fi and Fj transmit
messages to the same destination, i.e., the controller, which
resides at the root of the tree. In a tree, there can exist only
one parent for every node. Therefore, a common path which
starts at some node Vk (where Vk can be an intermediate node
or the controller), only ends at the controller. Thus, we can
conclude that in an uplink route there exists only one common
path which starts at some node Vk and ends at the controller.
We can use similar reasoning for the downlink route. In a
downlink route, there exists only one common path which
starts at the controller and ends at an intermediate node Vl.
Therefore, in a tree route, the number of common paths is
limited to 1 where the common path is said to start at Vk and
end at Vl. For example, Fig 2(a) shows that two flows Fi and
Fj share a path from V4 to V6.

We now compute the maximum delay caused by one packet
of a flow Fj on a packet of flow Fi considering tree routing. At
a common node, Va, on the common path, the packet of Fi is
delayed at most 3ω times by a packet of Fj [8]. For example,
as shown in Fig. 2(a) flow Fi’s transmission from V4 → V5

conflicts with three transmissions of Fj , V2 → V4, V4 → V5,
and V5 → V6. At time 3ω + 1 (time slot after the blocking
duration), packets of Fi and Fj have different destination
nodes, and they can use different channels to make concurrent
transmissions. Note that, if only one channel is available for
transmission, then the packet of Fi is blocked due to channel
contention and not due to transmission conflict. Thus, we can
say that on a common path between two flows, a low priority
packet can be delayed due to transmission conflict by a high
priority packet on one node. For example, in a common path
from Va, Vb, Vc, Vd, · · ·Vk, if at time τ a packet of Fj delays
a packet of Fi by δ(i, j), then at time τ + 3ω the packet of
Fj is at node Vc and packet of Fi is at node Va. At time
τ + 3ω + 1, Fi and Fj can make simultaneous transmission
thereby keeping a non-decreasing distance between Fi and Fj
flows. In summary, we can say that a packet of Fj blocks a
packet of Fi by at most 3ω time slots.

We now compute the maximum delay caused by a flow Fj
on a flow Fi. On a common path, a flow Fi can be delayed by
at most

⌈
Ti

Tj

⌉
times by a high priority flow Fj . Note that, we

use a pessimistic scenario in which all packets of flow Fj that
spawned in the interval [αTi, (α+1)Ti] interfere αth packet of
Fi. A more accurate bound can be obtained by using response
time analysis which is complicated and takes exponential time
to find a solution (which we are trying to avoid in this paper).
Considering a pessimistic value on the number of interfering
packets, the total delay caused by flow Fj on a flow Fi is
expressed as

δ(i, j) = 3ω

⌈
Ti
Tj

⌉
.
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For a DM scheduler, a flow Fi can only be delayed by a high
priority flow. Therefore, the total delay experienced by flow
Fi under a DM scheduler considering all high priority flows
(given by hp(Fi)) is shown by Equation (5).

∆DM
i =

∑
Fj∈hp(Fi)

δ(i, j) (5)

In case of an EDF scheduler, the flows have dynamic priority
based on their absolute deadlines. Therefore, a flow Fi can be
delayed by every other flow Fj where j 6= i. Note that, some
flows interfere at most once due to very large periods and
some flows interfere multiple times due to very short periods.
To incorporate these additional delays, we can extend the total
delay computation for DM schedulers to EDF schedulers by
considering all flows interfere Fi. Under an EDF scheduler,
an upper bound of the total delay experienced by a flow Fi is
given by Equation (6).

∆EDF
i =

∑
j∈[1,n] and 6=i

δ(i, j) (6)

VII. EXTENDING THE UTILIZATION BOUND ANALYSIS TO
GRAPH ROUTING AND HIERARCHICAL NETWORKING

In this paper, we consider a network model that supports
only tree routing and does not consider the spatial reuse of
channels. In this section, we present an approach to handle
graph routing algorithms and spatial reuse of channels.

A. Transmission Conflict Delay Computation for Graph Rout-
ing Algorithms

Routing in industrial IoT is broadly classified into two types:
source routing and graph routing. Source routing provides
a single route for each flow in the network. We define, a
routing graph as a directed list of loop-free paths between
a source and a destination. Each node in a routing graph must
have a minimum of two unique outgoing paths from itself
to the destination. Graph routing allows to schedule a packet
on multiple links using multiple channels on multiple time
slots through multiple paths to deliver a packet to a desti-
nation, thereby ensuring high reliability in highly unreliable
environments. A routing graph consists of an uplink graph
and multiple downlink graphs. An uplink graph connects all
sensors to controllers while each downlink graph connects
a controller to an actuator. Note that, some recent work on
industrial wireless network focuses on route-less approach by
relying on a network-wide Glossy flooding [35]. However,
such approaches consider very sparse traffic and rely on single
channel. Such a model does not have to handle transmission
conflict or channel contention. Therefore, our model and
approach are significantly different, more challenging, and
more general.

In a source or graph routing algorithm, packets can experi-
ence different degrees of conflict during communication. For
example, a flow can experience a delay at multiple nodes, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). These different degrees of conflict cause
different transmission conflict delay on flows. In the following

discussion, we derive an upper bound on the delay that a lower
priority flow can experience from the higher priority ones due
to conflicts for a network with source routing. Here, we first
discuss the transmission conflict delay caused by a packet of
Fj on a packet of Fi. We then extend the analysis to consider
transmission conflict delay caused by all packets of Fj on Fi
under a source routing algorithm. We then extend this result
to graph routing algorithms.

In a generalized routing, routes of two flows can intersect
each other more than once and can generate multiple common
paths since there is no limitation on the number of parent
nodes. One packet of flow Fi can be delayed at all common
path by the same packet of flow Fj since Fj and Fi experience
a different delay pattern on the non-common paths. However,
on a common path, a packet of Fj can delay a packet of Fi
only for 3ω time slots (the same reasoning as discussed in the
previous section applies here). Therefore, if routes of two flow
Fi and Fj intersect each other α(i, j) times then maximum
delay a low priority packet experiences due to a high priority
packet is expressed as 3ω × α(i, j). However, as shown in
Fig. 3(a) routes that intersect on only one node can have a
maximum delay of 2ω since the destination node is not the
same. Therefore, a packet of flow Fj delays a packet of flow
Fi by 3ω × α(i, j) − ω × α1(i, j) where α1(i, j) represents
the number of intersection in two routes with only one node
common to both of them.

We now compute the maximum delay caused by a flow Fj
on flow Fi. The delay caused by a flow Fj on a flow Fi is
given by the Equation (7).

δ(i, j) = (α(i, j) +

⌈
Ti
Tj

⌉
− 1)3ω − ω × α1(i, j) (7)

To prove this, let us assume that there are α(i, j) common
paths between the routes of Fi and Fj , of these common paths
α1(i, j) common paths consist of only one node, and

⌈
Ti

Tj

⌉
packets of Fj interfere one packet of Fi. A low priority flow
experiences a maximum delay when the first packet of the Fj
interferes with the packet of Fi on the first α(i, j)−1 common
paths and

⌈
Ti

Tj

⌉
packets of Fj interfere Fi on last common path

(and the last common path has more than 2 nodes). In this
scenario, the delay experienced by Fi at the first α(i, j) − 1
nodes is given by (α(i, j)−1)3ω−ω×α1(i, j) and the delay
experienced at the last common path is given by

⌈
Ti

Tj

⌉
3ω.

Now combining the delays experienced at each node, we can
compute the total delay as given in Equation (7). Note that, this
is one scenario that leads to the maximum transmission conflict
delay. However, no other scenario will result in a greater delay.
To prove this, let us assume, without loss of generality, the
first packet of Fj interferes the packet from Fi on 1-st to η-th
common path, where 0 < η < α(i, j), and

⌈
Ti

Tj

⌉
packets of Fj

interferes at the η-th common path and last packet interferes
from the η-th common path to the last common path. In this
scenario, first packet of Fj cannot interfere after η-th and
second packet of Fj cannot interfere before η-th. Therefore,
applying the same reasoning, a packet of Fi experiences a
transmission conflict delay of

⌈
Ti

Tj

⌉
×3ω time slot only at the η-
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Fig. 3. An example of Fj delaying Fi when any routing algorithms is used

th common path and at all other common paths it experiences
a transmission conflict delay of (α(i, j)− 1)3ω−ω×α1(i, j)
time slots. This delay does not change with the value of η.
Consequently, the delay caused by a flow Fj on a flow Fi
is given by the Equation (7). For a DM scheduler only high
priority flows interfere a low priority flow. Therefore, the total
transmission conflict delay for a low priority flow Fi is given
as

∆DM
i =

∑
Fj∈hp(Fi)

δ(i, j).

For an EDF scheduler, all flows interfere all other flows.
Therefore, the total transmission conflict delay for a flow Fi
is given as

∆EDF
i =

∑
j∈[1,n] and j 6=i

δ(i, j).

We now use the transmission conflict delay result of source
routing algorithm and extend it to compute the transmission
conflict delay for a graph routing algorithm. In graph routing,
we need to consider common paths generated due to multiple
paths of the high priority flow. Let us assume the flow Fi has
εi number of paths in the graph route, ρi denotes one path of
the graph route, β(ρi, j) denotes the number common paths
between ρi-th path of Fi all paths of flow Fj and β1(ρi, j)
denotes the number of common paths between ρi-th path of
Fi all paths of flow Fj with only one common node. On
a path ρi of flow Fi, the worst-case transmission conflict
delay can be experienced when a packet of Fj interferes on
β1(ρi, j) common paths between path ρi and all paths of Fj .
Considering that on a path, a packet is at most delayed for
3ω (or 2ω depending on common path length), we can extend
transmission conflict delay computation from source routing
to transmission conflict delay experienced by a packet on the
path ρith to be

ζ(ρi, j) = (β(ρi, j) +

⌈
Ti
Tj

⌉
− 1)3ω − β1(ρi, j)ω.

The total transmission conflict delay caused by Fj on a packet
of Fi (considering all paths of Fi) is given by

δ(i, j) =

εi∑
ρi=1

ζ(ρi, j).

For a DM scheduler, the total transmission conflict delay
experienced by a flow Fi is given by

∆DM
i =

∑
Fj∈hp(Fi)

δ(i, j).

Similarly, for an EDF scheduler, the total transmission conflict
delay experienced by a flow Fi is given by

∆EDF
i =

∑
j∈[1,n] and j 6=i

δ(i, j).

B. Adopting the Utilization Based Analysis through Hierar-
chical Networking

Because we derived the above results considering at most
m concurrent transmissions in the network, we now propose
a hierarchical network-based analysis where this constraint is
relaxed for the global network. Specifically, we consider the
network as a collection of subnetworks, where each subnet-
work has its own subnetwork manager. Each manager adopts
the above result at the subnetwork level. A global network
manager coordinates with the subnetwork managers to manage
the entire network in a hierarchical fashion. Every subnetwork
will involve a unique channel for every transmission in a time
slot. Thus if there are m′(≤ m) channels used in a subnetwork,
then there will be at most m′ concurrent transmissions in the
subnetwork. Therefore, we can use the results of Eq. 3 and
Eq. 4 in each subnetwork directly.

An important technical challenge in our proposed hier-
archical architecture is to deal with the interdependencies
among the subnetworks. For example, if the subnetwork
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Fig. 4. Network topology used in simulation

manager of a subnetwork needs to create a local TDMA
schedule (i.e., for the links inside the subnetwork), it may
need to wait for its neighboring subnetworks (or some of
the neighboring subnetworks) to finish their schedule, this
is because of the dependency created by a packet. A packet
routed through multiple subnetworks should be scheduled in
the earlier subnetworks first. Because feedback flows involve
both upwards and downward communication in the WSAN,
such dependencies can be cyclic. For example, let us consider
2 packets p and q such that p needs to be scheduled first in
subnetwork C1 and then in subnetwork C2, and that q needs
to be scheduled first in subnetwork C2 and then in subnetwork
C1. In such a scenario, C1 needs to create a schedule after C2

creates, and C2 needs to create a schedule after C1 creates,
thereby creating a cyclic dependency.

Our proposed method to remove these dependencies is to
assign sub-deadlines and release offsets for each flow among
the subnetworks. Specifically, for every flow Fi that passes
through a subnetwork Cj , we assign a release offset ri,j and
a sub-deadline di,j in the subnetwork. The deadline of flow Fi
is equally divided into sub-deadlines di,j for each subnetwork
a flow passes through. The release offset ri,j is equal to the
sub-deadline of Fi in the subnetwork where it needs to be
scheduled immediately before Cj . Thus, subnetwork Cj needs
to schedule Fi within the time window [ri,j , di,j ], thereby
requiring no knowledge of the schedule (for Fi) in other
subnetworks.

VIII. EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

We evaluated our utilization-based schedulability analysis
results through simulations on TOSSIM [36]. We used the
topology collected from a wireless sensor network testbed [37]
of 74 nodes. Fig. 4 shows the collected topology where
black lines are transmission links and red dotted lines show
interference. Each node is equipped with Chipcon CC2420
radio which is compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. We

implemented a multi-channel TDMA medium access control
(MAC) protocol with channel hopping and a network layer
to support tree routing. Time in the network was divided into
10ms slots, and clocks were synchronized across the entire
network using the Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol
(FTSP) [38]. For the sake of simplicity, we used Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm to generate a directional tree with
root as the base station. We assumed all links to be bi-
directional. We used packet reception ratio (PRR) as a metric
for generating the routes. PRR values used in the simulation
are obtained from real experiments. Links with a PRR higher
than 90% are used to determine the topology of the network.

We used 5 IEEE 802.15.4 channels 12, 15, 17, 20, 21 for our
simulations and the rest are assumed to be blacklisted. For the
sake of simplicity, we assumed that spatial diversity of chan-
nels is not allowed, and at most one transmission is allowed on
a channel. We used an optimal channel assignment algorithm
proposed in [39] for channel assignment. We used either DM
or EDF scheduling algorithm to allocate transmission time
slots to each flow. We assigned 2 transmission time slots for
each link on a flow. Second transmission slot is provided for
redundancy and to account for transmission failures occurring
due to channel noise.

We evaluated our analysis in terms of Schedulability ratio
defined as the fraction of the test cases that are deemed
schedulable. We used 100 random test cases to obtain the
schedulability ratio. We used the number of flows in the
network as a parameter for comparison. We generate flows by
randomly selecting sources and destinations, and simulate their
schedules. One node with the highest degree of connectivity
in the topology was selected as an access point. We assigned a
random harmonic period in the range 210∼15ms. The deadlines
are equal to periods. Priorities of the flows are assigned based
on the DM policy.

B. Results

We analyze the effectiveness of our analysis by simulating
the complete schedule of transmissions of all flows released
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Fig. 6. Schedulability ratio under DM scheduling

within the hyper-period. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, “Simulation”
indicates the fraction of test cases that have no deadline misses
in the simulations, and represents conservative upper bounds of
schedulability ratios; “Analytical” indicates the schedulability
ratio based on our utilization-based schedulability analysis.

Fig. 6 shows the schedulability ratio for 100 test cases under
varying number of flows for deadline monotonic scheduling
algorithm. In our results, we observed that the analytical result
shows a small decrease in schedulability ratio when compared
to the simulation result. For 30 control loops, the simulation
result shows that 73 test cases were schedulable and analytical
results show that only 14 test cases were schedulable. Fig. 5
shows 10 such test cases. We observed that every test case
that was said to be schedulable by the analytical result was, in
fact, schedulable in simulation. We observed that the early
decrease in schedulability ratio for analytical analysis for
deadline monotonic scheduling is due to the loose upper bound
for schedulability ratio in a multi-processor environment.

Fig. 7 shows the schedulability ratio for 100 test cases with
the earliest deadline first scheduling algorithm. For 30 control
loops, we observed that the simulation results show a 100%
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Fig. 7. Schedulability ratio under EDF scheduling

schedulability and analytical results show 90% schedulability.
Similar to DM scheduling, all test cases that were deemed
schedulable under analytical analysis were schedulable under
simulation. We observed that delay computation for tree
routing gives a tight upper bound and the gap between the
analytical schedulability ratio and that based on simulations
stems from the pessimism in the multi-processor utilization
bounds. We observed a slow decrease in schedulability ratio
for analytical analysis for the EDF scheduler. This phe-
nomenon was due to the tighter bounds for schedulability
ratio in a multi-processor environment. We also observed that
for some cases, the scheduling algorithm also improved the
schedulability ratio.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a schedulability analysis based on
utilization bound which is a yet unexplored problem for
multi-hop wireless networks. This approach determines the
maximum total utilization of all flows in the network and
determines those as schedulable if the total utilization does
not exceed the maximum possible utilization in the network.
Because of its extremely low runtime overhead, utilization-
based schedulability test is considered one of the most efficient
and effective schedulability tests. In this paper, we show
the utilization bound for a WirelessHART application with
tree routing. We have also discussed the computation of a
utilization bound for WirelessHART applications with source
and graph routing.

This work is the inception of a new horizon on utilization-
based analysis for industrial IoT which can direct the wireless
community in the same way the real-time systems research
today evolved from Liu and Layland’s utilization bound. Our
result can trigger many research directions in the line of real-
time scheduling, scheduling-control codesign, control perfor-
mance optimization, routing, priority assignment, and mixed-
criticality real-time wireless sensor and actuator networks. Our
future work involves analyzing the effects of assigning sub-
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deadlines for large networks, packet loss, and the trade-offs
among various control performance metrics.
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